WARNING

CAUTION - Electric Toy

Not recommended for children under 5 years of age. As with all electric products, precautions should be observed during the handling and use to prevent electric shock.

Always turn off your Zizzle ARCADE Pinball machine when not in use. Remove your AC adapter from the wall after use.

Zizzle arcade pinball has been designed in the similar style to real arcade pinball machines. Unlike a toy pinball machine, Zizzle arcade pinball uses 24vdc power activated solenoids that move the various mechanical features within the play-field. Adult supervision is required for setup.

This pinball game must be setup by an ADULT and has NO SERVICEABLE parts whatsoever within the game or cabinet itself.

AC ADAPTOR IMPORTANT INFORMATION

* This toy is not intended for children under 5 years old.
* The instruction manual should be kept for future reference
* The toy operates with the AC adapter supplied only
* The use of the AC adapter should be supplied by an adult only
* The game requires the use of a 110 or 220 volt power outlet.
* Do not use the toy if there is damage to the power cord, adapter or plug.
* The AC adaptor must be disconnected before cleaning
* Disconnect the AC adapter from the wall immediately if the game fails to function correctly.
SECTION 1

QUICK-START GUIDE for ZIZZLE ARCADE PINBALL

WARNING - DO NOT APPLY POWER UNTIL YOU VISUALLY CHECK THE PINBALL FOR LOOSE PARTS.

Arcade pinball by Zizzle has been designed to be setup and ready for play in under 5 minutes out of the box. Please follow along with this QUICKSTART GUIDE to correctly assemble and ready your new home game.

STEP 1: Remove the pinball from all packaging. Carefully unwrap all components
STEP 2: Find the “Pinball Wrench” needed to begin assembly.
STEP 3: Attach the front legs (see Diag. 1). Tighten all 4 leg bolts

STEP 4: Lift up the back of the game and attach the rear legs. Tighten all bolts.
STEP 5: Place the backbox on the rear of the cabinet and fasten. (see Diag. 2)
The instruction manual and pinball warranty card are located inside the product packaging. To receive warranty updates and be eligible for repairs, please complete this card and email or fax to Zizzle.

TOOLS

Arcade pinball from Zizzle requires NO hand tools to or special equipment to set upright out of the box. We have included a special “Pinball Wrench” to assist with assembly.
ASSEMBLING ZIZZLE ARCADE PINBALL

WARNING - DON NOT APPLY POWER UNTIL YOU VISUALLY CHECK THE PINBALL FOR LOOSE PARTS.

CARTON INVENTORY
The pinball should arrive with the following parts in the carton as packed out from the factory. The main carton should include: main pinball body, backbox assembly, 4 metal legs, 8 leg bolts, pinball tool, manual, power adapter, 2 backbox screws. Please contact us at Zizzle (www.zizzle.com) if you are missing any of these parts depicted.

LOCATION SETUP
Your new Zizzle arcade pinball machine should be assembled on a LEVEL surface INDOORS like low pile carpeting or wood floor. The pinball requires a power adapter to operate. You will need the legs bolts and hex key to begin.
ASSEMBLY OF LEGS and BACKBOX
Turn the bottom (large) cabinet on its front and attach all 4 legs securely. The shorter legs will go on the front of the cabinet.

Attach all 8 leg screws with the supplied pinball tool as illustrated here. Carefully attach the backbox and secure with 2 backbox screws. Plug in the connector from the cabinet to the backbox CAREFULLY.

LOAD THE PINBALL BEFORE PLUGGING IN THE GAME

Zizzle arcade pinball comes shipped with the game ball in a poly bag. Remove the ball from the polybag and place it in back hole of the game labeled “INSERT BALL HERE”.

READY TO PLAY
PINBALL GLOSSARY

Please refer to the following diagram below that describes the various parts of the main pinball cabinet and enclosed playfield. These terms are referred to throughout the manual.
FINAL INSPECTION

DO A QUICK VISUAL INSPECTION before you plug in the game. Make sure there are NO loose parts on the playfield and the game is setup on legs correctly with legs firmly attached.
POWERING UP THE GAME FOR THE FIRST TIME

Once you have assembled your pinball as per the instructions, then you are ready to plugin the power adapter to the game, and to the wall for the first time.

WARNING - Zizzle arcade pinball is designed for kids 5+, so parental supervision is required when assembling and powering on the machine.

Once the game is plugged in, reach around the back and turn on the ON/OFF switch. The game should sound a power on HAPPY tone to signal the game is ready to play. The led lighting on the playfield should begin to animate, and the backlit LCD display will scroll through some game over text displays.

TURN OFF THE GAME IMMEDIATELY if you do not hear this tone or if the game lights do not operate. RECHECK that the backbox is securely attached and the backbox cable is correctly attached firmly.

SERVICE and REPAIR

Zizzle arcade pinball has no serviceable parts and should not be dismantled for any reason. All the surfaces can be cleaned with soap and water, and the plastic top cover should be gently wiped with a soft cloth ONLY. All the components have be designed for long life and extended playability. Please REFER to the TROUBLESHOOTING guide at the end of the manual for more specific information.

PARTS CATALOG

Zizzle Arcade Pinball Manual
Zizzle arcade pinball has no serviceable parts and should not be dismantled for any reason. All the surfaces can be cleaned with soap and water, and the plastic top cover should be gently wiped with a soft cloth.

SELF TEST

Zizzle arcade pinball will automatically perform a self test each time the power is turned on.

SECTION 2

MODES OF OPERATION

Zizzle arcade pinball has three modes of operation. ATTRACT, Game play, self-test. The attract mode happens when the game is over and ready to play. Self test occurs each time the game is powered on, and gameplay occurs when a player begins a new game.

ATTRACT - attract mode works as follows.

PLAY - play mode responds after the player presses the START button.

SELF TEST - self test occurs on each power up cycle with the OK sound fanfare.
GAME START

The pinball game requires no coins or special item to begin play. Located on the front of the cabinet are 2 buttons, START and Volume. The START button is pressed ONCE to begin play, and pressed again for a two player game.

GAME OPERATION and LOGIC

Zizzle arcade pinball is an electronic pinball machine that utilizes electromechanical devices to increase the pinball action. All game logic, scores, rules and effects are stored on a memory IC and controlled by a central silicon device. In turn this central PINBALL BRAIN controls all mechanical devices, bumpers and other scoring peripherals like the LCD display and LED lighting.

On a similar note all gameplay and scoring is allocated to player inputs or switches that detect where the pinball is on the game board, or which switch the player is pressing on the cabinet to control their game. The manual spring loaded plunger is not controlled by the pinball game in any way, but a skill device operated by the player.

Playing pinball requires the use of the manual spring-loaded plunger and the 2 flipper buttons located on either side of the cabinet. Zizzle arcade pinball comes with 2 player operated solenoid flipper assemblies that are turned on by pressing the corresponding buttons. The flippers will actuate and stay up for approximately 1 second.

PINBALL RULES

BALLS PER GAME
Zizzle arcade pinball can be played with either 3 or 5 balls per game. A 5 ball game is considered the NOVICE mode play, and 3 balls are considered WIZARD mode play.

VOLUME

The game’s volume can be changed by pressing the front button marked VOLUME. The levels will cycle through 3 different sound levels. Keep cycling until the proper level is adjusted. Your new pinball always should have some sound coming out of the backbox speaker.

SECTION 3

WARRANTY and TROUBLESHOOTING

WARRANTY

Zizzle pinball is covered by a 90 day...........

CLEANING

TROUBLESHOOTING

Zizzle arcade pinball has been designed with no serviceable parts or other changeable parts. Only a mild wiping of the game cabinet surfaces should be required.

DO NOT RETURN THE GAME TO YOUR RETAILER FOR ANY REASON!

PROBLEM 1

Game is missing parts that are outlined in the manual.
I plug the game in but nothing happens?= The game does not light up
The game does not play music
The game’s bumpers and flippers do not seem to operate
The game plays “obscured” sounds and music
I am missing the game ball and can not play
The game does not start when I press the START button.
The game does not??
It appears a part has come loose from the playfield. What should I do.
The top plastic cover is scratched. What can I do?
Can the game be changed into a new model?
A switch does not score.

FOR MORE TROUBLESHOOTING IDEAS PLEASE VISIT ZIZZLE.COM and CLICK ON THE PINBALL ICON.

ILLUSTRATED PARTS CATALOG

Zizzle Arcade Pinball Manual
Please find listed below a general illustrated parts catalog for Zizzle arcade pinball. All models of pinball manufactured share many common parts and assemblies. Please refer to the guide for items you may need. Also check www.zizzle.com for updated manuals and diagrams.

END OF CATALOG